Lecture 8

Multiprover interactive proof systems
In lecture 5 we considered the class IP [P ] of languages that can be decided by a BPP verifier interacting
with a prover in class P . We showed how to construct verification protocols for all of BQP in this model:
informally, the result of the previous three lectures is that BQP ∈ IP [ BQP ] under the Learning with Errors
assumption.1 What if we do not wish to make computational assumptions? A first motivation for this is that
we might simply not wish to rely on relatively untested assumptions — after all, isn’t it likely that a few
decades of algorithmic research (and even less for quantum algorithms) have barely scratched the surface
of the possible ways of approaching a problem such as LWE or even e.g. factoring? A second motivation is
that we could aim for more: firstly, in terms of complexity — almost by definition the class IP [ BQP ] lies in
BQP (and giving any more power to the prover risks breaking the computational assumption); what if we
are interested in languages outside BQP?2 Secondly, in terms of structural characterizations — in particular,
remember how we stopped short of showing that the prover in the Mahadev protocol “has n qubits”: can we
achieve such a characterization in a different model?
In the next three lectures we switch gears and replace the use of computational assumptions by an assumption of spatial isolation. In this new model the verifier has the ability to interact with two (or more)
provers that are restricted to acting locally on their respective quantum systems. This is the model that we
already encountered in Section ??. As we will see this physical (and, once properly formalized, mathematical) limitation on prover strategies will allow us to go further along the two motivating directions outlined
in the preceding paragraph.
In this lecture we first introduce the model from a complexity-theoretic standpoint, discuss the recent
characterization MIP ∗ = RE, and examine some consequences. In the following two lectures we introduce
techniques that build towards a proof of the equality MIP ∗ = RE by developing efficient tests for increasing
numbers of qubits and increasingly complex computations.

8.1

Multiprover interactive proofs with entangled provers

We start with the main complexity-theoretic definition. Recall that a promise language3 L = ( Lyes , Lno )
is specified by a pair of disjoint subsets Lyes , Lno of {0, 1}∗ and that a complexity class is a collection of
1 To

be precise we should state what variant of the LWE assumption the result relies on.
practicality of a protocol in which the honest prover lies outside of BQP is almost entirely besides the point — our goal
here is to study the problem of verification per se, and exploring it in the “high-complexity” regime is certain to yield useful insights
which, who knows, may eventually lead to practical consequences of their own.
3 Here the promise refers to the fact that it is not required that L
∗
yes ∪ Lno = {0, 1}
2 The
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languages.
Definition 8.1. The class MIP ∗ is the class of promise languages L = ( Lyes , Lno ) such that there is a
classical polynomial-time Turing machine M that on input 1n returns the description of classical circuits for
the verifier Vn in an interactive protocol with two quantum provers A and B such that:
• (Completeness:) There is a family of quantum provers { An , Bn }n∈N such that for all x ∈ Lyes the
interaction of V| x| and A| x| , B| x| on common input x accepts with probability at least 32 .
• (Soundness:) For any family of quantum provers { An , Bn }n∈N , for all x ∈ Lno the interaction of V| x|
and A| x| , B| x| on common input x accepts with probability at most 13 .
Some comments on the definition are in order. Following tradition we called the provers A and B rather
than P1 and P2 ; A stands for “Alice” and B for “Bob”, a personification that is inspired from cryptography.4 In general one may allow interaction with more than two provers; however the two-prover setting is
sufficiently intersting for our purposes. (Furthermore, it can be shown that in purely complexity-theoretic
terms there is no gain to considering more than 2 provers.) The number of rounds of interaction is left
implicit in the definition; since Vn is polynomial-size there can be at most polynomially many rounds of
interaction. Soon we will restrict ourselves to single-round protocols, which consist of a message from the
verifier to each prover followed by an answer from each prover; again both for our purposes and in terms of
complexity-theoretic expressive power this is without loss of generality.
Note that we did not (and will not) restrict the computational power of the provers — in fact, we did not
even precisely specify what collection of strategies they may employ. For the time being we stay with the
informal prescription that the provers may employ any quantum strategy that can be implemented locally, in
finite dimension, and without communication — typically, local operations augmented with measurements
on a shared entangled state that may have been agreed on prior to the protocol execution. We will see later
how to formalize this more precisely.
The goal in complexity theory is to relate different classes of languages . This is especially interesting when the classes are defined in very different terms, as relations between them can provide insights
into different models of computation. A pertinent example is the famous equality IP = PSPACE due
to [LFKN92, Sha92]. Among the two classes, PSPACE is the simplest to define: this is the class of all
languages that can be decided using a polynomial amount of space, and arbitrary time. A complete problem for PSPACE is the quantified Boolean formula (QBF) problem, which is to decide if a formula of the
form ∃ x1 ∀ x2 ∃ x3 · · · ( x1 ∧ x2 ∧ ¬ x3 ) ∨ (· · · ) is satisfiable. Clearly this can be done in polynomial space
by trying out all possibilities; it is also possible to show that any problem that is solvable in PSPACE can
be reduced to this one, and so we say that QBF is complete for PSPACE. The class IP is defined very
differently: it is the class of languages L such that membership x ∈ Lyes can be decided efficiently by
a randomized polynomial-time verifier interacting with a single infinitely powerful prover (so this is the
single-prover analogue of MIP ∗ ). While it is not too hard to show that IP ⊆ PSPACE, the converse inclusion is not easy at all — to see why, try coming up with a verification protocol for the QBF problem, and
keep in mind that the prover is not to be trusted!
Our goal is to characterize the complexity of MIP ∗ in terms of other complexity classes, with the hope
of gaining insights about computation, entanglement, and verification of quantum devices. Before we do
this let’s first review what is known about the classical analogue of MIP ∗ , in which the provers are restricted
4 Indeed

the model of multi-prover interactive proof systems is first intoduced by a team of cryptographers [BOGKW19] motivated by the development of zero-knowledge proof systems.
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to classical strategies. This restriction affects both the completeness and soundness requirements in Definition 8.1, and so generally any stipulation of the set of allowed strategies for the provers will lead to a
different complexity class.

8.1.1

Classical multiprover interactive proof systems

The ∗ in MIP ∗ refers to the fact that provers are allowed to use entanglement. If we omit it we get the class
MIP of languages that have classical multiprover interactive proof systems. It was shown by Babai, Fortnow
and Lund in the early 1990s that MIP = NEXP. This was shown shortly after the aforementioned result
IP = PSPACE, which characterizes the unexpectedly large verification power of single-prover interactive
proof systems.
Let’s recall how MIP = NEXP is shown. The inclusion of MIP ⊆ NEXP is not hard to obtain.
To show it we give a non-deterministic exponential time algorithm that exactly computes the maximum
acceptance probability of the verifier in an MIP protocol. This algorithm can therefore, given an instance x
and a description of the verifier V| x| , determine whether x ∈ Lyes (the maximum success probability is ≥ 23 )
or x ∈ Lno (the maximum success probability is ≤ 13 ), promised that one of them is the case, and thus decide
any language L ∈ MIP; thus MIP ⊆ NEXP follows. To devise such an algorithm first observe that in order
to do so it suffices to consider the maximum over deterministic strategies, as for any randomized strategy
there is a deterministic one that succeeds with at least the same probability. Now note that a deterministic
strategy is specified by a list of answers to each possible question for each of the provers. There are at most
exponentially many questions because the bit representation of each question must have polynomial length
(since the verifier runs in polynomial time) and similarly for answers. Finally, the success probability of
a deterministic strategy can be computed exactly in exponential time simply by executing the verification
procedure on each possible tuple of questions, weighted by the probability of the question being asked.
Therefore, a non-deterministic algorithm can, in exponential time and space, guess an optimal strategy and
compute its success probability.
The reverse inclusion, NEXP ⊆ MIP, is harder. To get a hint of how it is shown, consider the problem
of verifying that an exponential-size graph is 3-colorable. Formally, an instance x of this problem is specified
by a pair x = (1n , C ) where 1n denotes an integer n written in unary, and C is the description of a classical
circuit C : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n → {0, 1}. Any x that does not take this form is neither in Lyes nor in Lno , and
need not be considered any further.5 The circuit C implicitly specifies a graph Gx = (Vx , Ex ) with vertex
set Vx = {0, 1}n and edge set Ex such that (i, j) ∈ Ex if and only if C (i, j) = 1. Then Lyes (resp. Lno ) is the
set of all strings x such that Gx is well-defined and is 3-colorable (resp. not 3-colorable). It is known that
the language L = ( Lyes , Lno ) is complete for NEXP; intuitively this is a “scaled-up” version of the result
that 3-coloring of n-vertex graphs is NP-complete. Now consider the following description for the actions
of the verifier in a candidate multiprover interactive proof system for L:
1. The verifier parses its input x as x = (1n , C ).
2. The verifier selects a pair of vertices (i, j) uniformly at random in {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n . She sends i to
Alice and j to Bob.
3. Alice and Bob each reply with a color a, b ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
4. The verifier accepts if and only if any of the following conditions hold: C (i, j) = 0 (there is no edge);
i = j and a = b (same color for identical vertices); C (i, j) = 1 and a 6= b (different colors for
5 As

usual, we consider that circuits are represented in some given, fixed manner, e.g. as a list of gates and bits that they act on.
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neighboring vertices).6
It is clear that this protocol has completeness 1: whenever Gx is 3-colorable there is a winning strategy for
the provers. Moreover, a moment’s thought will reveal that if Gx is not 3-colorable then there is no perfect
winning strategy; hence the maximum probability of success in this case is at most 1 − 2−Ω(n) (because
any strategy must fail on at least one question). While this is a separation between the two cases, it is not
sufficient to establish soundness, which requires that the maximum probability of success for an x ∈ Lno be
at most 13 .
What the proof of the inclusion NEXP ⊆ MIP shows is that there is in fact a much better verifier,
somewhat more involved than the one that we described here, which is such that whenever the graph is
not 3-colorable then the maximum success probability is at most 31 . Achieving such a protocol essentially
entails finding an efficient method that, informally, maps any graph to another graph of polynomially related
size such that graphs that are 3-colorable are mapped to graphs that remain 3-colorable, but graphs that are
not 3-colorable are mapped to graphs that are very far from 3-colorable. Achieving this can be done using
advanced tools from the theory of error-correcting codes; we will not be able to say more in this lecture and
refer the interested reader to e.g. [AB09].7

8.1.2

Interactive proof systems with entangled provers

Our focus is the class MIP ∗ . What does the characterization MIP = NEXP say about it? Not much!
The most important point to realize here is that allowing the provers to use entanglement is a double-edged
sword:
First, it can affect the soundness property by allowing the provers to “cheat”, meaning achieve a higher
success probability. We already saw a good example of this with the Magic Square game. While this game
doesn’t quite look like the 3-coloring protocol we introduced in the previous section, by transforming it
it is possible to come up with explicit instances of the latter that are associated with non-colorable graphs
but such that there nevertheless exists a quantum strategy which succeeds with probability 1; see for example [Ji13].
As a result we are unable to transfer the lower bound NEXP ⊆ MIP in a “black-box” manner, and
the only trivial lower bound on MIP ∗ is PSPACE, as clearly the verifier can ignore all but one of the
provers and execute any classical IP protocol with the remaining prover. In fact it is interesting to note
that such a “collapse” to IP does take place when one allows even more power to the provers, in the form
of arbitrary non-signaling strategies as defined in Section ??. Indeed it is not hard to see that the nonsignaling constraints are linear, so that it is possible to write the optimal success probability of non-signaling
provers in a multiprover interactive proof system as an exponential-size linear program (LP). Using that
linear programs can be solved in time polynomial in their size it can be shown that the class of interactive
proof systems with non-signaling provers, denoted MIP ns , lies in EXP. Furthermore, if the number of
provers is fixed to 2 and the number of rounds of interaction to 1 then the class “collapses” even further to
PSPACE, because the associated LP can be solved more efficiently than a general LP; see [Ito10].
Second, entanglement can also affect the completeness property by increasing the power of the provers
in the “honest” case. If we start with a classical protocol for a problem in NEXP this is not so interesting,
because we already know that the provers have a good strategy without entanglement — we are not making
6 One may modify this protocol by having the verifier only send pairs (i, j ) such that either i = j or (i, j ) is an edge, since the
other case is an automatic “free ride” for the provers; we gloss over this point here.
7 Technically such a reduction is not obviously necessary, because the definition of MIP allows more complicated protocols
than the 3-coloring game described here. Nevertheless, using appropriate manipulations it is possible to show that any proof of
NEXP ⊆ MIP does imply such a reduction.
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use of the fact that they can do even better with entanglement, and indeed this fact is a new nuisance that
we have to deal with in order to establish the soundness property. But what if we start from a more complex
problem, that does not necessarily lie in NEXP, and attempt to design a protocol such that completeness
requires the use of entanglement?
To see how far one might hope to go in this direction we ought to think about upper bounds on MIP ∗ .
Recall from the previous section that for MIP we simply enumerated over all possible strategies. In the
quantum setting it is not so direct: since we do not place a priori bounds on the complexity of the provers, it
is unclear what dimension one should choose in order to find an optimal strategy. If one was able to show an
upper bound on the dimension that is sufficient to approach the optimal success probability (as a function of
the size of the protocol) then one would automatically get a corresponding upper bound on the complexity
of MIP ∗ . However, no such bound is known! The only upper bound on MIP ∗ is the following folklore
result:
Lemma 8.2. MIP ∗ ⊆ RE, the set of recursively enumerable languages.
Proof. Recall that a language L = ( Lyes , Lno ) is recursively enumerable if there exists a Turing machine
such that on input x, if x ∈ Lyes then the Turing machine eventually halts and accepts, whereas if x ∈ Lno
then the Turing machine may either halt and reject, or it may never halt.
Consider the Turing machine M that on input x specifying a verifier V| x| searches in increasing dimension and with increasing accuracy for a good strategy in the associated protocol. Since we have not
introduced a precise formalism for strategies in MIP ∗ protocols — we will do so for two-prover one-round
protocols in Section 8.2.1 — we cannot make this too precise. At present it is sufficient to think intuitively
that each prover is specified by a dimension of the Hilbert space on which they act, and for each possible
question they may receive, in any round, a POVM on their space that is used to determine an answer; these
POVM act on an initial quantum state that lies in the tensor product of the prover’s Hilbert spaces. (Any
unitary actions the provers may take can be incorporated in the POVMs.) For any given dimension d and
accuracy ε the space of strategies in dimension at most d can be discretized to a finite set such that the
optimum success probability over elements of that set will be within an additive ε of the optimum over all
strategies in dimension at most d.
If x ∈ Lyes by definition there must exist a finite dimension d and a strategy in dimension d that succeeds
1
with probability at least (say) 32 − 100
; eventually, taking into account discretization errors M will identify
2
a strategy that succeeds with probability at least 32 − 100
and halt with acceptance, having successfully
ruled out the case that x ∈ Lno . However, in case x ∈ Lno the Turing machine will never find a strategy
1
1
with success larger than 31 + 100
(where the 100
accounts for possible discretization errors and can be made
arbitrarily small), but it will not be able to rule out the existence of such a strategy either; indeed, for all it
knows such a strategy may exist in “just one more dimension”.
For a long time it was unclear where the complexity of MIP ∗ lies, between the two “trivial” extremes
of IP and RE. In 2012 Ito and the author showed that NEXP ⊆ MIP ∗ by adapting the proof of NEXP ⊆
MIP by Babai et al. In the past few years better lower bounds were obtained. Quite astonishingly, in
2018 Natarajan and Wright [NW19] showed that NEEXP ⊆ MIP ∗ . One reason that this is “astonishing”
is because NEEXP is a strictly (unconditionally) larger class that NEXP, and so their result established
unconditionally that the presence of entanglement increases the verifier’s ability to verify languages, even
though the latter’s complexity has not changed at all (it remains classical polynomial-time)! Building on
this result in 2020 Ji et al. [JNV+ 20] obtained the following characterization.
Theorem 8.3. MIP ∗ = RE.
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A complete problem for the class RE is the halting problem: given the description of a Turing machine
M as input, does M eventually halt? What Theorem 8.3 shows is that this problem, even though it is not
decidable, can be efficiently verified by asking questions to two provers sharing entanglement. In purely
complexity-theoretic terms this is an extremely surprising result in and for itself; note that RE contains any
bounded time or space complexity class — and much more. The following two lectures will be devoted to
a sketch of the main arguments that go in the proof of the theorem; these arguments involve the design of
tests for multiple qubits as well as delegation protocols and so we will be on familiar terrain. Aside from the
complexity theory it turns out that the characterization MIP ∗ = RE has some interesting consequences in
the foundations of quantum mechanics as well as in the theory of operator algebras which we discuss next.

8.2

Consequences

Theorem 8.3 is related to a problem in the foundations of quantum non-locality called Tsirelson’s problem,
itself connected to a problem in the theory of von Neumann’s algebra usually referred to as Connes’ Embedding Problem (CEP). Even though they have no bearing on the remainder of the course, for motivation in
this section we explain those connections. We start by (re-)introducing the language of nonlocal games that
we already encountered in lecture ?? and which we will generally use to talk about multiprover interactive
proof systems.

8.2.1

Nonlocal games

As we will see the proof of the “hard” part of Theorem 8.3 shows that RE ⊆ MIP ∗ (2, 1), where the (2, 1)
refers to verifiers that are restricted to interacting with two provers in a single round. From now on we only
only consider protocols that fall in this category. In this case once an input x has been fixed the associated
verifier V| x| together with x itself implicitly define a two-player one-round game in the sense of lecture ??.
To be fully explicit as well as set notation, a two-player one-round game is specified by a distribution π
on X × Y , where X , Y are finite sets of questions, and a predicate R : X × Y × A × B → {0, 1}, for
finite sets of answers A and B , usually written as R( a, b| x, y). Using this terminology the specification
of the verifiers {Vn } in a one-round two-prover interactive proof system for a language L = Lyes ∪ Lno is
equivalent to an implicit specification of a family of games { Gx } x∈ Lyes ∪ Lno . Explicitly, for each x we have
Gx = (π x , R x ) where the distribution π x is the distribution according to which the interactive proof verifier
V on input x selects questions to the players and R x denotes the decision that V makes, accept or reject, as
a function of the questions sent and the answers received.
Remark 8.4. It is known that any multiprover interactive proof system that decides a language L can be
“parallelized” to a single round of interaction [KKMV09]. However, this transformation in general requires
the addition of a prover. It is not known how to modify a proof system with more than two provers to one
with only two provers that decides the same language; it is only known, as a consequence of the inclusions
MIP ∗ ⊆ RE (Lemma 8.2) and RE ⊆ MIP ∗ (2, 1) (which follows from the proof of Theorem 8.3), that such
a transformation exists. It is an open question whether there is a simple, or efficient, such transformation.
In general given a game game G = (π, R), a strategy S for G is specified by a family of distributions
{ p(·, ·| x, y)}(x,y)∈X ×Y on A × B . The success probability of the strategy S in the game G is
ω ( G; S) =

∑ π (x, y) ∑ R(a, b|x, y) p(a, b|x, y) .
x,y

a,b

Informally this quantity is the average, over the referee’s choice of questions and the player’s probabilistic
strategy, that the players provide valid answers to the referee. If one fixes a collection of possible strategies
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S then one can define an associated value ω ( G; S) for the game, which is the supremum success probability
achievable using strategies S ∈ S :
ω ( G; S) = sup ω ( G; S) .
S∈S

For example, if S is the set of classical local strategies, i.e. all those families of distributions that take the
form (3.3), then ω ( G; S) is called the classical value of the game and is usually denoted ω ( G ). If S is
the set of (tensor) quantum strategies, i.e. all those families of distributions that take the form (3.5), then
ω ( G; S) is called the entangled value of the game and is usually denoted ω ∗ ( G ). Explicitly,
ω∗ (G) =

sup

∑ π (x, y) ∑ R(a, b|x, y)hψ| Aax ⊗ Bb |ψi ,
y

y
|ψi,{ A ax },{ Bb } x,y

(8.1)

a,b

where the supremum is taken over all quantum states |ψi ∈ HA ⊗ HB for finite-dimensional HA and HB
y
and collections of POVMs { A ax } and { Bb } on HA and HB respectively, one POVM for each question x or
y to Alice or Bob respectively. Using the language of games the question of characterizing the complexity
of the class MIP ∗ (2, 1) boils down to determining the complexity of approximating the optimum of the
optimization problem (8.1). This is because for a language L ∈ MIP ∗ (2, 1) the problem of determining if
some input x ∈ Lyes reduces to evaluating the value ω ∗ ( Gx ), where Gx is the game associated with x and
the verifier in a protocol for L, with good enough approximation to differentiate between the cases where
x ∈ Lyes (ω ∗ ( Gx ) ≥ 32 ) and x ∈ Lno (ω ∗ ( Gx ) ≤ 31 ).8

8.2.2

Computing upper bounds on ω ∗ ( G )

Let’s put Theorem 8.3 aside for a moment and aim instead to contradict it by devising an algorithm that
approaches the maximum success probability of quantum provers sharing entanglement in a two-prover
one-round interactive proof system with verifier V. Equivalently, suppose that given an explicit game G
we aim to approximate the value ω ∗ ( G ) defined in (8.1). In the proof of Lemma 8.2 we already saw an
algorithm, let’s call it algorithm A, that returns an increasing sequence of lower bounds
v1 ≤ v2 ≤ · · · ≤ v k ≤ · · · ≤ ω ∗ ( G )
by enumerating strategies in increasing dimension and with increasing level of accuracy. Using the definition (8.1) of the entangled value it is clear that vk →k→∞ ω ∗ ( G ). To make algorithm A into an actual approximation algorithm we need to have a sense of when to stop, e.g. when can we guarantee that
1 9
|vk − ω ∗ ( G )| ≤ 100
? A natural approach is to construct a companion algorithm B that constructs a
decreasing sequence of upper bounds
w1 ≥ w2 ≥ · · · ≥ w k ≥ · · · ≥ ω ∗ ( G ) .
Given algorithms A and B consider a third algorithm C that given a game G as input runs both algorithms in
1
and returns “YES”
an interleaved fashion, computing v1 , w1 , v2 , w2 , etc., halts whenever |vk − wk | ≤ 100
1
1
if and only if 2 (vk + wk ) > 2 . Now suppose that both (vk ) and (wk ) converge to ω ∗ ( G ). Then C
8 The correspondence is not entirely exact because complexity is measured as a function of the input size; for MIP ∗ protocols
the input is directly x, whereas for games G we think of the input as an explicit description of the underlying distribution π and
predicate R. In particular it is possible that the description length of Gx is exponential in the description length of V| x| , since the
latter only specifies π and V implicitly through a circuit that computes them.
9 The bound 1 is arbitrary; we want it to be small enough to guarantee that the algorithm can eventually distinguish ω ∗ ( G ) ≥ 2
3
100
from ω ∗ ( G ) ≤ 13 , so any bound < 16 would do.
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always terminates. Moreover, if ω ∗ ( G ) ≥ 23 then wk ≥ 23 for all k and so the value returned is at least
1 2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
∗
2 (( 3 − 100 ) + 3 ) = 3 − 50 > 2 , whereas if ω ( G ) ≤ 3 it is at most 2 ( 3 + ( 3 + 100 )) = 3 + 50 < 2 .
Thus C correctly distinguishes between the two cases.
So how do we determine such a sequence of upper bounds (wk )? A general approach to finding an
upper bound on the optimum of some optimization problem is to consider relaxations of the problem, i.e.
optimization problems whose optimum is easier to find and is guaranteed to be at least as large as the original
optimum. For example, consider the following relaxation
ω∗ (G) =

y
|ψi,{ A ax },{ Bb }

≤ sup

∑ π (x, y) ∑ R(a, b|x, y)hψ| Aax ⊗ Bb |ψi
y

sup

x,y

a,b

∑ π (x, y) ∑ R(a, b|x, y)huax |vb i ,
y

y
|u ax i,|vb i x,y

(8.2)

a,b

y

where the supremum on the second line is over all families of vectors |u ax i, |vb i ∈ HA ⊗ HB such that for
y
every x, the {|u ax i} a are orthogonal and ∑ a k|u ax ik2 = 1; similarly for the |vb i. The inequality (8.2) is
y
y
verified by setting |u ax i = A ax ⊗ Id |ψi and |vb i = Id ⊗ Bb |ψi. So (8.2) is a relaxation of (8.1). What did
we gain in the process? Crucially, since the objective function in (8.2) only depends on the inner products
between the vectors, without loss of generality we can restrict the vectors to lie in a Hilbert space H such
that dim(H) ≤ min(|X ||A|, |Y ||B|); this is true even if the original HA and HB were much larger. This
means that by exhaustive search we can find arbitrarily good approximations to the optimum (8.2), without
having to go beyond a certain fixed dimension that is determined by the size of the game. In fact, (8.2)
is an optimization problem that falls in the class of semidefinite programs (informally, linear optimization
problems over affine sections of the positive semidefinite cone) and can be solved in time polynomial in its
size (as opposed to exponential for exhaustive search).
So the optimum (8.2) can be determined efficiently. How useful is it, i.e. how good is the inequality
(8.1) ≤ (8.2)? Unfortunately, in general there can be an arbitrarily large (multiplicative) gap between the
two [JP11], and in particular it can be that ω ∗ ( G ) ≤ 13 but (8.2)≥ 23 .10 The relaxation we have devised
is thus too coarse for us to obtain a good algorithm right away. But maybe we can do better? What we
y
did so far consists in adding a vector variable to represent A ax ⊗ Id |ψi and Id ⊗ Bb |ψi. Each of these can
y
be thought of as a degree-1 monomial in the matrix variables { A ax , Bb }, evaluated on |ψi. Considering
vectors obtained from higher-degree monomials would allow us to impose more constraints, as for example
we could require that




y
y
hψ| A ax ⊗ Id · A ax ⊗ Bb |ψi = hψ| Id ⊗ Id · A ax ⊗ Bb |ψi ,
due to { A ax } a being projective. It is not hard to think of other such constraints. For any integer k ≥ 1 let’s
define
(k)
wk = sup ∑ π ( x, y) ∑ R( a, b| x, y)Γ xa,yb ,
(8.3)
Γ(k) ≥0 x,y

a,b

||B|
where the supremum is taken over all positive semidefinite matrices Γ(k) of dimension (|X ||A|+|Y
)×
k
|X ||A|+|Y ||B|
(
k
)
(
). Here we think of the entries of Γ as being labeled by sequences (z1 , c1 ), . . . , (zk , ck )
k
where zi ∈ X ∪ Y and ci ∈ A ∪ B , and Γ(k) is the Gram matrix of the associated vectors

|u(zi ,ci )1≤i≤k i = Cczkk · · · Ccz11 |ψi ,
10 This

fact is not obvious, and constructing such “bad examples” is quite difficult. For some restricted types of games, such as
XOR games or unique games, the inequality can be shown to be exact or close to exact respectively.
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where Ccz = Azc ⊗ Id if z ∈ X and c ∈ A, Ccz = Id ⊗ Bcz if z ∈ Y and c ∈ B , and Ccz = 0 otherwise. In
y
addition, we add any linear constraint on the entries of Γ that follows from the facts that { A ax } and { Bb } are
projective measurements for all x, y, and that they act on different tensor factors and hence commute.
With this definition we can verify that w1 = (8.2); this follows since any positive semidefinite matrix Γ
has a factorization as a matrix of inner produces. Moreover, w1 ≥ w2 ≥ · · · ≥ wk ≥ ω ∗ ( G ) since each
successive level in the “hierarchy” consists in adding additional variables and constraints. Finally, using
standard algorithms for semidefinite programs the optimization problem at the k-th level can be solved in
time polynomial in its size, i.e. time (|X ||A| + |Y ||B|)O(k) . Let’s call Algorithm B the algorithm that on
input k returns wk .11

8.2.3

The commuting value and Tsirelson’s problem

Unfortunately it is not the case that wk →k→∞ ω ∗ ( G ). Indeed, if this were the case algorithm C would
return arbitrarily good approximations to ω ∗ ( G ) and thus contradict Theorem 8.3. Nevertheless, since (wk )
is non-increasing and larger than ω ∗ ( G ) the sequence must converge to some value. Interestingly, this value
is a natural quantity that is referred to as the commuting value of the game and defined as
ω com ( G ) =

sup

∑ π (x, y) ∑ R(a, b|x, y)hψ| Aax Bb |ψi ,
y

y
|ψi,{ A ax },{ Bb } x,y

(8.4)

a,b

where the supremum is taken over all states |ψi ∈ H where H is a (possibly infinite-dimensional) separable
y
Hilbert space and families of projective measurements { A ax } and { Bb } on H such that for all x, y, a, b, A ax
y
and Bb commute. Since A ⊗ Id and Id ⊗ B always commute it always holds that ω ∗ ( G ) ≤ ω com ( G ). The
hierarchy of values (wk ) is introduced in [NPA08], where they show the following convergence result.
Lemma 8.5. For any game G it holds that limk→∞ wk = ω com ( G ).
Proof. First note that by definition ω com ( G ) ≤ limk→∞ wk , since none of the constraints imposed on the
y
definition (8.3) of wk makes use of the tensor product structure other than to say that A ax ⊗ Id and Id ⊗ Bb
commute.
The remainder of the proof shows the reverse inequality. For any k ≥ 1 fix a feasible solution Γ(k) to the
optimization problem (8.3). The entries of Γ(k) are indexed by pairs of monomials m in non-commutative
y
variables { A ax , Bb } of degree at most k. Crucially, the constraints on the optimization problem require
(k)

(k)

that (i) Γ(k) ≥ 0, and (ii) this matrix satisfies Γm1 ,m2 = Γn1 ,n2 whenever both entries are well-defined and
y
m1 m2∗ = n1 n2∗ as monomials in { A ax , Bb }, because by definition any such constraint is imposed on the
optimization problem.
(k)
For any monomial m and integer k at least as large as the degree of m let τk (m) = Γm,1 . Extend τk to
a linear form on all non-commutative polynomials by setting τk (m) = 0 if m has degree larger than k and
extending by linearity. Since |τk | ≤ 1 for each k (this can be verified because the diagonal entries of Γ(k)
are all constrained to equal 1, so using (i) all entries of Γ(k) must have modulus at most 1) by the BanachAleoglu theorem the sequence (τk )k≥1 admits a pointwise convergent subsequence (τki )k1 ≤k2 ≤··· ; let τ be
the pointwise limit. Now crucially we observe that τ is a positive linear form. Indeed, for any polynomial
11 Technically

we need to allow B to return an approximation to wk . Since well-behaved semidefinite programs such as (8.3)
can be solved in time polynomial in their size and in the logarithm of the desired accuracy we could e.g. require that B returns an
additive approximation of wk that is within error at most 2−k ; this will suffice for our purposes.
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p = ∑m αm m where m ranges over monomials we have
τ ( p∗ p) = lim τki ( p∗ p)
i

= lim
i

∑0 α∗m αm0 τk (m∗ m0 )
i

m,m

= lim α† Γ(ki ) α
i

≥0,
where for the first line we used linearity of τki , for the second line we used the definition of τki (the equality
holds for all i such that k i ≥ deg( p)), for the third line we let α = (αm ) and used property (ii), and for the
last we used property (i).
At this point we may conclude in a single abstract step by invoking the GNS construction from C ∗ algebra theory: for any positive linear functional τ on a C ∗ -algebra A there is a ∗-representation π of A on
a Hilbert space H and a unit vector |ξ i ∈ H such that

∀a ∈ A ,

τ ( a) = hξ |π ( a)|ξ i .

(8.5)

y

For us A is the algebra of non-commutative polynomials in { A ax , Bb } with complex coefficients satisfying
y
y
the POVM and commutation conditions, and so the image Ã ax = π ( A ax ), B̃b = π ( Bb ), together with the
state |ξ i, immediately gives us a commuting strategy for G with value limk wk :
lim wk = lim wki = lim

k→∞

i→∞

∑ π (x, y) ∑ R(a, b|x, y)Γxa,yb
(k i )

i →∞ x,y

= lim

a,b

∑ π (x, y) ∑ R(a, b|x, y)Γ(xa,yb
(k i )

i →∞ x,y

= lim

a,b

∑ π (x, y) ∑ R(a, b|x, y)τk ((xa, yb))
i

i →∞ x,y

a,b

= ∑ π ( x, y) ∑ R( a, b| x, y)τ (( xa, yb))
x,y

a,b

= ∑ π ( x, y) ∑ R( a, b| x, y)hξ |π ( xa, yb)|ξ i
x,y

a,b

= ∑ π ( x, y) ∑ R( a, b| x, y)hξ |π ( xa)π (yb)|ξ i
x,y

a,b

= ∑ π ( x, y) ∑ R( a, b| x, y)hξ | Ã ax B̃b |ξ i ,
y

x,y

a,b

where the first line is by definition of wki , the second line by the linear constraints (ii), the third by definition
of τki , the fourth by definition of τ, the fitfth by (8.5), the sixth because π is a representation and the last by
y
definition of Ã ax and B̃b .
It is also possible to finish the construction more concretely by defining an infinite-dimensional matrix
Γ = limi Γ(ki ) , where for the limit to make sense we embed each Γ(ki ) as the top left corner of an infinitedimensional matrix by padding with zeroes. Since all finite minors of Γ are positive semidefinite, it is
positive semidefinite and therefore admits a factorization Γm,m0 = hm|m0 i for some {|mi} in a Hilbert
space H. We can then define Ã ax as the projection on the span of all |mi such that m = A ax m0 for some m0 ,
i.e. the first variable of monomial m is A ax . Using the relations satisfied by the inner products between the
vectors |mi (i.e. condition (ii) above) it is possible to verify that the Ã ax together with analogously defined
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y

B̃b and |ψi = |1i satisfy the required conditions for a commuting strategy, and that the associated value is
once again limk wk .
The two values ω ∗ ( G ) and ω com ( G ) were introduced by Tsirelson in a series of papers laying the
foundations for the mathematical study of non-locality [Tsi93]. Rather than using the language of games
(which at the time was not much in use yet), Tsirelson directly studied the underlying correlation sets
defined as


y
C ∗ (n, k ) =
hψ, A ax ⊗ Bb ψi a,b,x,y : HA , HB Hilbert spaces, ψ ∈ HA ⊗ HB , kψk = 1,
y

∀( x, y) ∈ {1, . . . , n}2 , { A ax } a∈{1,...,k} , { Bb }b∈{1,...,k} POVM on HA , HB resp. ,
C com (n, k ) =



y

hψ, A ax Bb ψi


a,b,x,y

(8.6)

: H Hilbert space, ψ ∈ H, kψk = 1,
y

∀( x, y) ∈ {1, . . . , n}2 , { A ax } a∈{1,...,k} , { Bb }b∈{1,...,k} PVOM on H
y

s.t. [ A ax , Bb ] = 0 ∀( a, b) ∈ {1, . . . , k }2 .12

(8.7)

By taking direct sums of POVMs and scaled vectors it is not hard to see that both sets are convex subsets
2 2
of [0, 1]n k . Note that in the definition of C ∗ (n, k ) we did not restrict the dimension of HA and HB to be
finite. This is to match Tsirelson’s presentation; for our purposes the distinction is not important as it is not
hard to see that allowing infinite-dimensional strategies in the definition of the entangled value ω ∗ ( G ) does
not change the supremum.1314 However, in case the Hilbert spaces in both definitions are taken to be finitedimensional then the two sets can be shown to coincide. (This fact essentially follows from von Neumann’s
Double Commutant Theorem, though it can also be shown directly; we skip the proof.) In his paper Tsirelson
states as “fact” the claim that C ∗ (n, k ) = C com (n, k ) for arbitrary separable Hilbert spaces and all n, k ≥ 1.
Having realized that a proof of the claim seemed elusive (with the inclusion C ∗ (n, k ) ⊆ C com (n, k ) that we
already observed being the only obvious one), in a subsequent note15 Tsirelson reformulates the “fact” as
an open problem and, realizing that the answer may be negative, formulates as an “even more important”
problem the question of whether the closure C ∗ (n, k ) = C com (n, k ). (Here the overline designates closure
2 2
in the usual topology for Rn k . It is not hard to verify that C com is closed.) Two and a half decades after its
introduction Tsirelson’s first problem was solved by Slofstra [Slo19], who used techniques from the theory
of nonlocal games to show the existence of finite n, k such that C ∗ (n, k ) 6= C com (n, k). Until the proof of
Theorem 8.3, an apparently purely complexity-theoretic result, Tsirelson’s “even more important problem”
remained open. However, we can now observe the following corollary to Theorem 8.3.
Corollary 8.6. There exists finite n, k ≥ 1 such that C ∗ (n, k ) ( C com (n, k ).
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that C ∗ (n, k) = C com (n, k ) for all n, k ≥ 1. As an immediate consequence, for any game G it holds that ω ∗ ( G ) = ω com ( G ). Therefore, algorithm C described in Section 8.2.2
always converges in finite time to a correct answer. This contradicts Theorem 8.3, which implies that the
problem “Given a game G, is ω ∗ ( G ) ≥ 32 or ω ∗ ( G ) ≤ 31 ?” is undecidable.
13 To

show this, observe that any state |ψi ∈ HA ⊗ HB , even in infinite dimensions, always has a Schmidt decomposition |ψi =
∑i λi |ui i|ui i such that ∑i λ2i = 1. |ψi can be arbitrarily well approximated in finite dimension by truncating the coefficients;
using that the restriction of a POVM to a subspace is a POVM we find arbitrarily good approximations to the game value in finite
dimension.
14 It does change the definition of the set however: as shown in [CS18] some elements of C ∗ ( n, k ) cannot be represented in finite
dimensions.
15 “Bell inequalities and operator algebras”,
available at https://www.tau.ac.il/˜tsirel/download/
bellopalg.pdf.
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Note how indirect the proof of Lemma 8.6 is! In particular, while it asserts the existence of n, k there is
no obvious way to determine what these integers are, or even upper bounds on them, from the proof. In fact
it is possible to tweak the argument to get an explicit construction; we refer to [JNV+ 20] for more.

8.2.4

Connes Embedding Problem

Quantum mechanics and the theory of operator algebras have been intertwined since their origin. In the
1930s [VN32] von Neumann laid the foundations for the theory of (what are now known as) von Neumann
algebras with the explicit goal of establishing Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics on a rigorous footing (quoting
from the preface, in the translation by Beyer: “The object of this book is to present the new quantum
mechanics in a unified representation which, so far as it is possible and useful, is mathematically rigorous”).
Following the initial explorations of Murray and von Neumann the new theory took on a life of its own,
eventually leading to multiple applications unrelated to quantum mechanics, such as to free probability or
noncommutative geometry.
In his 1976 paper completing the classification of injective von Neumann algebras [Con76] Connes
made a casual remark that has become a central conjecture in the theory of operator algebras. Since we
do not have the mathematical language to express it precisely, I will paraphrase Connes’ remark as the
comment that “any finite von Neumann algebra ought to be well-approximated by finite-dimensional matrix
algebras.” (In more formal terms, CEP states that every von Neumann algebra type II1 factor embeds into
an ultrapower of the hyperfinite II1 factor.) Although this conjecture may at first seem rather specific (and
in fact as far as I know Connes himself did not pursue the question any further than the remark made in
his paper), in the two decades that followed the problem rose to prominence thanks to the work of other
mathematicians, such as Kirchberg and Voiculescu, who gave equivalent reformulations of the conjecture in
operator algebras and free probability. (See e.g. [Cap15] for more reformulations.) Kirchberg’s formulation
is closest to us: Kirchberg showed that CEP is equivalent to the QWEP conjecture about the equivalence of
the minimal and maximal tensor products on the full group C ∗ algebra of a nonabelian free group [Kir93].16
Informally, the minimal and maximal tensor products of two C ∗ algebras provide two ways to define the
closure of the algebraic tensor product, with respect to two different norms, the minimal norm

k x kmin = sup

π A ⊗ πB (x)

π A ,π B

where the supremum ranges over all pairs of representations π A : C ∗ (F2 ) → B(HA ) and π B : C ∗ (F2 ) →
B(HB ), whereas
k x kmax = sup kπ ( x )k
π

where here π : C ∗ (F2 ) ⊗ C ∗ (F2 ) → B(H) is any representation that is such that π ( a ⊗ b) = π A ( a)π B (b)
where π A , π B : C ∗ (F2 ) → B(H) are representations with commuting range. Clearly, k x kmin ≤ k x kmax
always, and these two norms can be seen to be the smallest and largest “reasonable” norms that one may put
on the tensor product of two C ∗ -algebras.
With this reformulation it may not be surprising that Kirchberg’s QWEP is directly related to Tsirelson’s
problem, and indeed building on work of Fritz [Fri12] and Junge et al. [JNP+ 11] Ozawa [Oza13a] showed
that Tsirelson’s “even more important” problem is equivalent to CEP. This brings us to a second corollary
of Theorem 8.3.
15 The

brief discussion in this section is adapted from [Vid19].
a C ∗ algebra can always be represented as a sub-algebra of the algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert
space that is closed under taking adjoints, and closed under the norm topology. A von Neumann algebra is further restricted to be
closed under the weak toperator topology.
16 Concretely,
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Corollary 8.7. CEP has a negative answer, i.e. there exists a von Neumann algebra that is not hyperfinite.
For more background on the relation between Tsirelson’s problem and Kirchberg’s conjecture, presented
in an accessible way, I recommend [Fri12]. For additional results and the connection to CEP, presented in a
less accessible way, I recommend [Oza13b].
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